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Homeschooling, as an educational alternative to the public school system, is now legal in all fifty states, with varying degrees of state regulation of homeschooling programs in each state.\textsuperscript{1} Homeschooling has been on the rise over the last fifteen years, with several key legal victories won by homeschoolers on both the state and federal level,\textsuperscript{2} and there are now an estimated one to two million children being homeschooled in America.\textsuperscript{3}

\textsuperscript{1} For a basic overview of state homeschooling laws, see Home School Legal Defense Association [hereinafter HSLDA], Home School Laws, http://www.hslda.org/laws/default.asp (last visited Feb. 6, 2006).


\textsuperscript{3} According to the National Center for Education Statistics, about 1.1 million students were being homeschooled in the United States in the spring of 2003. \textit{Nat’l Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, U.S. Dep’t. of Educ.}, NCES 2004-115, 1.1 Million Homeschooled Students in the United States in 2003, at 1 (2003). Dr. Brian D. Ray, founder and president of the National Home Education Research Institute, however, puts the number at between 1.7 and 2.1 million homeschooled children. \textit{Brian D. Ray, Worldwide Guide to Homeschooling} 2005-2006, at 7 (2005). The discrepancy in the estimate can perhaps be explained by the insularity of the homeschooling community or the difficulties inherent in logging educational trends in more rural areas. All researchers seem to agree, however, that the estimated homeschooling rate (the percentage of the school-age population being homeschooled) is on the rise.
One of the major legal battles remaining to homeschoolers is the question of access to public school facilities. Homeschooling, though a valid and legal alternative to public education, is fundamentally limited in certain ways, given the nature of the practice. For instance, students are generally in very small classes, thus precluding the possibility of forming an orchestra or band; home schools generally lack full experimental laboratory facilities; and homeschoolers have fewer opportunities to play in sports leagues. While many of these limitations have been addressed by the formation of homeschooling networks, both curricular and interscholastic, another logical solution to these difficulties would be to allow homeschooled students access to public school facilities.

As of yet, no court has upheld a constitutional right of access to public schools. Such access is considered a privilege rather than a right, and currently eighteen states have enacted legislation either mandating or permitting access for homeschoolers. There is no real consensus, however, among state courts or legislatures, on how to deal with this issue.

This article seeks to ground the right of access issue in both the history of the homeschooling movement and an empirical analysis of the specific issues raised by the question of public school access. While much has been written on the legal and policy arguments for


7. See HSLDA, Equal Access, supra note 6, at 1 (listing fourteen states and their access laws); see, e.g., NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 386.462 (2005) (mandating homeschooler access to interscholastic activities); PA. STAT. ANN. § 13-1327.1 (2006) (providing homeschoolers access to public education); see also infra Part II.
and against access, a more practical analysis of the issue is needed to better ground the debate. An honest examination of the actual costs of allowing homeschoolers to participate in public school classes and activities, as against the real costs to the state and to the students of not allowing homeschoolers access, must all be taken into account.

Although there is an ongoing debate as to the merits of homeschooling itself, one of the background assumptions of this article is that homeschooling is a good and viable alternative to traditional institutional schooling. While the deeper questions of appropriate socialization and adequate academic preparation are outside the scope of this article, a number of recent studies on the growing homeschooling movement have started to answer these questions, and will be discussed in brief, infra at Part IV.B. For the purposes of this article, the practice of homeschooling itself will not be questioned except insofar as the differing practices within the home may complicate a student’s transition into the public school setting upon a grant of access.

Part I of this article begins with a brief summary of the history of the current homeschooling movement, grounded in the legal battles over compulsory education in the 1920s and peaking with the vindication of the right to homeschool in the 1980s and 1990s. The three general types of state statutes regulating homeschooling will then be explored. This section will also lay out the context of the school choice debate, identifying the main arguments and themes and showing how they frame the homeschooler access question. Part II will focus on the homeschooler access legislation currently in place in eighteen states, in order to contextualize the judicial and legislative issues involved. Part III will examine the judicial side of the question, focusing on the unsuccessful constitutional arguments for a right of access that have been brought in various courts, and proposing two new constitutional arguments in favor of this right that may enjoy

8. See, e.g., Fuller, supra note 4; Lukasik, supra note 6, at 1958–69.


more success. Part IV then turns to the legislative side of the question—given the triumphs of lobbying efforts in eighteen states, a legislative approach would likely be the most successful strategy. This Part will first present an empirical analysis of the situation, looking at the available statistics on the actual costs of allowing access and illustrating the need for more research to be done. The Part will then recommend a broader campaign for the passage of favorable statutes on the state legislature level.

I. THE HISTORY OF THE HOMESCHOOLING MOVEMENT AND THE QUESTION OF SCHOOL CHOICE

A. Legal Grounds for the Right to Homeschool

Historically speaking, homeschooling is not an innovation in American education. If anything, universal public education is the newcomer—it was not until 1852 that Massachusetts enacted a compulsory school attendance statute, becoming the first state to do so. Until then, the norm had been for children to be educated at home and apprenticed to the community—laws governing education in early American history focused upon the responsibility of parents and masters to teach children, but did not specifically provide for schools or teachers. In the early nineteenth century, a movement began in favor of making public education widely available. Proponents hoped it would bring about unity and equality for students and “help sustain democracy by bringing everyone together to share values and learn a common history.” Compulsory education laws were not universally adopted until the end of the nineteenth century, but by the turn of the twentieth century, compulsory education was generally accepted and enforced. The major legal battles over education that arose in the 1920s were largely over the question of private schools and how they properly fit into the compulsory education metric.

A trio of cases in the 1920s established the rights of private schools and schoolteachers in the face of compulsory education laws.

12. Łukasz, supra note 6, at 1917 (citing GEORGE R. CRESSMAN & HAROLD W. BENDA, PUBLIC EDUCATION IN AMERICA 21–23 (1956)).
15. See Yudof et al., supra note 13, at 13.
16. See infra notes 17–25 and accompanying text.
In *Meyer v. Nebraska*, the U.S. Supreme Court, while not questioning the power of the state to enact compulsory education laws and to make “reasonable regulations for all schools,” expressly recognized the Fourteenth Amendment liberty interest of parents to make the most basic decisions about their children’s upbringing and education. This principle was further developed in *Pierce v. Society of Sisters*, which set out the proposition that parental choice is of ultimate importance in making educational decisions. In perhaps the most famous passage from this decision, the Court declared that

> The fundamental theory of liberty upon which all governments in this Union repose excludes any general power of the state to standardize its children by forcing them to accept instruction from public teachers only. The child is not the mere creature of the State; those who nurture him and direct his destiny have the right, coupled with the high duty, to recognize and prepare him for additional obligations.

The last in this line of cases, *Farrington v. Tokushige*, held that by imposing government control over the “intimate and essential details” of private schools, the state was denying parents their right to “reasonable choice and discretion in respect of teachers, curriculum and text-books.” The parental interest in education was thus extended to protect the operating decisions of private schools against undue government interference.

The establishment of the parental right to direct the upbringing and education of their children was expanded specifically to homes-
schooling in 1972, with the Supreme Court decision in Wisconsin v. Yoder.26 There, the Court upheld on First Amendment grounds the fundamental interest of parents to guide the religious future and education of their children.27 Because this interest was deemed fundamental, any statutory restriction of it is subject to a state showing of compelling interest justifying the regulation of education and that the regulations are the least restrictive means of achieving the regulations’ objective.28 Yoder, with its primary emphasis on the religious free exercise interest of parents, had the most consistent homeschool-supportive impact in cases where the homeschooling parents’ motivation was religious.29 The question of how far the parental interest in education extends past religiously-motivated homeschooling became moot before it was fully resolved, due to the success of legislative efforts by homeschoolers in legalizing the practice.30

27. Id. at 213–14.
28. Id. at 221–22.
29. See, e.g., Michigan v. DeJonge, 501 N.W.2d 127 (Mich. 1993) (citing Yoder, overturned the state’s compulsory education statute, which required students, attending school through the Church of Christian Liberty and Academy, to attend public or state-approved nonpublic schools, holding that it was an unconstitutional violation of the Free Exercise Clause).
30. See Fuller, supra note 4, at 1612 (“Courts have never had the chance to iron out all the wrinkles in the case law because by the late 1980s states stopped attempting to prevent parents from exercising their right to home-school.”).
31. See, e.g., Patrick Farenga, John Holt and the Origins of Contemporary Homeschooling, PATHS OF LEARNING, Spring 1999 (rev. Nov. 2003), available at http://www.pathsoflearning.net/Paths01-Farenga.pdf. Holt started as a fifth-grade teacher working in private schools, and strove to reform the school system from within, but grew to believe that the school establishment was not able to make the radical changes he believed were necessary in American education. In his 1972 book, Freedom and Beyond, Holt questioned the basic underlying presupposition of compulsory education, writing that

People, even children, are educated much more by the whole society around them and the general quality of life in it than they are by what happens in schools. The dream of many school people, that schools can be places where virtue is preserved and passed on in a world otherwise empty of it, now seems to me a sad and dangerous illusion . . . . [W]e must look beyond the question of reforming schools and at the larger question of schools and schooling itself. Can they do all the things we ask them to do? Are they the best means of doing it? What might be other or better ways?

(HSLDA) in 1983, a coalition of concerned parents and lawyers that successfully lobbied to carve out a space for parents to choose to legally educate their children at home.32 While the “unschooling” movement and the HSLDA platform can be characterized as representing the opposite ends of the political spectrum, one common ground is the emphasis on individual—student or parent—choice. Holt and his followers advocated nontraditional curricula, tailored to the child’s interests, observing that children, prior to attending school, do not need to be made to learn, told what to learn, or shown how. If we give them access to enough of the world, including our own lives and work in that world, they will see clearly enough what things are truly important to us and to others, and they will make for themselves a better path into that world than we could make for them.33

The basic idea of “unschooling” was to break out of the failing public school system model and to find ways unique to each child to motivate that child to learn.34 HSLDA, by contrast, is a more formal and conservative organization, designed to provide legal assistance and lobbying power to homeschooling parents. Its stated mission is to “preserve and advance the . . . constitutional right of parents and others legally responsible for their children to direct their education,” which it pursues by relying on the fundamental freedoms of parental rights and religious liberty.35 Both groups, however, are staunch advocates of all types of homeschoolers—Holt himself recognized that the growth of homeschooling was leading to strange bedfellows amongst advocacy groups.36 As a

32. FARRIS, supra note 2, at 29. HSLDA now functions as a member organization, offering legal support to its member families and advocating for continuing positive legal change. Their website showcases member support services, along with an issues library, bill-trackers covering state measures that might impact homeschoolers, news items of interest, and many other informational tools. HSLDA, http://www.hslda.org (last visited Apr. 11, 2007).


34. For applications of this “unschooling” model, see MITCHELL L. STEVENS, KINGDOM OF CHILDREN: CULTURE AND CONTOVERSERY IN THE HOMESCHOOLING MOVEMENT 3–5 (2001); see also Illinois Home Oriented Unique Schooling Experience (H.O.U.S.E.), http://www.illinoishouse.org (last visited Apr. 11, 2007).


The theme of parent and student choice was echoed in some of the homeschooling statutes passed in the 1980s. For example, Colorado’s general homeschooling statute is introduced by a declaration of legislative findings, which states:

The general assembly hereby declares that it is the primary right and obligation of the parent to choose the proper education and training for children under his care and supervision. It is recognized that home-based education is a legitimate alternative to classroom attendance for the instruction of children and that any regulation of nonpublic home-based educational programs should be sufficiently flexible to accommodate a variety of circumstances. The general assembly further declares that nonpublic home-based educational programs shall be subject only to minimum state controls which are currently applicable to other forms of nonpublic education.37

Homeschooling is specifically recognized as a function of parental choice, to be conducted under the aegis of parental supervision. While other states have different formulations in their homeschooling statutes,38 the very existence of legal homeschooling shows the extent to which the advocacy of the “unschoolers” and of the HSLDA have impacted the legal grounds of homeschooling in the United States today.

B. The Current State of Homeschooling Regulations

1. States Treating Home Schools as Private Schools

State homeschooling laws can be classified into three broad categories, based on how the statutory system treats a homeschool institution: private school laws, equivalency laws, and home education laws.39

The first category of states, those with private school home education laws, considers home schools in the same general category as private schools, making no regulatory distinctions in dealing with home schools. These states tend to have broad qualification statutes and minimal interference in the school once it qualifies as a private

37. COLO. REV. STAT. § 22-33-104.5 (2006).
38. See infra Part I.B. for greater detail on state homeschooling statutes.
school. For instance, Illinois treats home schools as private schools. \(^{40}\) Under Illinois law, private school attendance satisfies the compulsory attendance law where instruction is in English and “children are taught the branches of education taught to children of corresponding age and grade in the public schools.” \(^{41}\) Alabama has a similar approach, which encompasses religiously-motivated homeschools. Alabama allows home schools to qualify as private parochial schools as long as they “are operated as a ministry of a local church, group of churches, denomination, and/or association of churches.” \(^{42}\) Every child attending such a church school is exempt from the state compulsory attendance requirements, provided that the parent or guardian reports the attendance at the church school upon the initial enrollment of the child; there are no annual reporting requirements attached. \(^{43}\)

2. States Requiring Home Schools to be Equivalent to Public Schools

The second category, equivalency laws, presents an additional layer of regulation, reaching the actual content of home school curricula by requiring that children receive instruction equivalent to that provided by the public school system in order to be exempted from the compulsory attendance statutes. \(^{44}\) States with equivalency laws tend to require more paperwork from parents seeking to homeschool than do the states with private school laws. Massachusetts, for instance, allows exemption for “a child who is being otherwise instructed in a manner approved in advance by the superintendent or the school committee.” \(^{45}\) The leading Massachusetts homeschooling case, *In re Care and Protection of Charles*, \(^{46}\) struck the balance between parental and state interests by holding that the school committee can examine the competency of the parents to teach their children, but not require teacher certification, and that the committee must have access to textbooks and lesson plans, but could not dictate the manner in which subjects may be taught. \(^{47}\)

\(^{40}\) People v. Levisen, 90 N.E.2d 213, 215 (Ill. 1950); see also Scoma v. Chicago Bd. of Educ., 391 F. Supp. 452, 461 (N.D. Ill. 1974) (finding the *Levisen* interpretation of the Illinois statute to be “reasonable and constitutional”).

\(^{41}\) 105 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 5/26-1 (West 2006).

\(^{42}\) ALA. CODE § 16-28-1 (LexisNexis 2001).

\(^{43}\) ALA. CODE § 16-28-3, -7, -8 (LexisNexis 2001).

\(^{44}\) McMullen, *supra* note 39, at 88–89.

\(^{45}\) MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 76, § 1 (LexisNexis 2005).

\(^{46}\) 504 N.E.2d 592 (1987).

\(^{47}\) *Id.* at 601–02.
States that Expressly Regulate Home Schools

Last are the states that have laws that apply expressly to home schools, singling out homeschoolers for specific regulation. Such statutes vary from state to state, ranging from Wisconsin’s homeschool law requiring that a statement of enrollment be submitted annually to the department of education but not imposing any other restrictions on homeschoolers, to Pennsylvania’s law setting out initial and annual reporting requirements, annual evaluations of the child’s progress by a specifically qualified teacher or psychologist, and hearing procedures upon a superintendent determination of failure to adequately educate. However, home education law states are unified in their express legal treatment of homeschooling and their recognition of the need to provide some regulation specifically tailored to the practice.

This wide range of regulations governing homeschooling in the fifty states provides the backdrop against which state courts and legislatures have to decide the question of whether to allow homeschooler access to public schools, and if so, how to regulate it within existing systems of regulation.

C. The Question of School Choice

In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence in Education released its landmark “A Nation at Risk” report, which warned that “the educational foundations of our society are presently being eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a Nation and a people.” In response to this and other criticisms of the public school system, a movement in favor of school choice has risen all around the nation.

Proponents of choice make three general arguments in favor of such government-sponsored choice mechanisms as voucher programs and charter schools. First and foremost is a basic freedom argument: parents and children should have the ability, unencumbered by socio-economic status, to break away from the failing, monopolistic public

52. For examples of this movement in favor of school choice, see infra notes 52–54 and accompanying text.
schools in their district, and to have real control over their education. Second is a market-based argument that the school systems will thrive upon the introduction of competition among sources of education. Last, some choice proponents argue that implementing school choice programs will actually be a more cost-effective way of approaching public school reform.

Opponents of school choice tend to “look at the same student data and reach opposite conclusions.” Opponents argue that school choice programs siphon away valuable government funds from already-failing public schools, that the best students are lured away from public schools by the choice options, and that reform of public schools must come from within.

The question of homeschooler access to public schools adds an interesting dynamic to the raging school choice debate. Technically speaking, homeschooling in and of itself is another choice mechanism. Parents can choose to opt out of the public school system entirely and educate their own children at home. Indeed, as noted above, many states legally treat homeschools as private schools. When a homeschooler requests access to public school facilities, however, he is essentially asking to opt back into what he chose to opt out of: a sort of bifurcated choice mechanism. Such a bifurcated choice highlights the parental control argument in the school choice debate—a strong parental control right is necessary to justify allowing parents to custom-

53. See, e.g., John Chubb & Terry Moe, Politics, Markets, and the Organization of Schools, 82 AMER. POL. SCI. REV. 1065, 1067 (1988) (arguing that the proper “constituency” of a public school is huge and heterogeneous, encompassing the broad base of U.S. citizens, meaning that parents and students are “but a small part of the legitimate constituency of ‘their own’ schools”).

54. See, e.g., Caroline M. Hoxby, How School Choice Affects the Achievement of Public School Students, prepared for Koret Task Force meeting, Sept. 20–21, 2001, available at http://www.economics.harvard.edu/faculty/hoxby/papers/choice_sep01.pdf (noting that the Milwaukee schools facing the most competition from the Milwaukee Parental Choice Program exhibited greater annual gain in percentile ranking in math achievement scores than the schools facing less or no competition).


57. See, e.g., Gregory Shafer, The Myth of Competition and the Case Against School “Choice,” 59 HUMANIST 15 (March 1999) (arguing that the business model is inapt for education, and that advocates of education reform should focus instead on improving the current academic model through better funding of teachers in public schools).

tailor their children’s educational upbringing, picking and choosing elements of public and home education as they see fit. The extent to which parents have the constitutional right to make educational decisions that represent the best interests of their children will be discussed in greater length below.59

The homeschooler access question also presents a different sort of funding issue. The access itself would be the “state funding” at stake here; the question is whether allowing homeschoolers to participate in public school activities would be a financial burden to the public schools. Opponents claim that allowing an influx of homeschoolers into the public school classes and extracurricular activities that they pick and choose would impose an undue administrative burden on the schools, and would also be a drain on the limited funding available.60 Proponents of access, however, argue that homeschooling in itself represents a significant savings to the public school district, since the parents are paying their property taxes and contributing to the education budget, but their children are not using school resources.61 This is a question that can only be settled by an honest examination of the costs at stake, which will be explored at greater length below, in Part IV.A.

The homeschooler access question raises the stakes of the general school choice debate, and emphasizes the issue of the extent of parental control over the education of their children. The legislature and judiciary have considered the access question to a certain extent, which must be understood before any proposals for the future can be made.

II. CONTEXT: CURRENT LEGISLATION REGARDING HOMESCHOOLER ACCESS TO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Currently, eighteen states have passed statutes granting the privilege of public school access to homeschool students, with varying levels of regulations attached to the grant.62 The state laws vary in the activities encompassed in the access mandate, running the gamut from merely allowing homeschooler participation in interscholastic sports,

59. See infra, Part III.B, for a discussion of Troxel v. Granville and the fit parent presumption.
60. See, e.g., Lukasik, supra note 6, at 1967–68; see infra, Part III, for greater exposition of this argument.
61. See, e.g., Fuller, supra note 4, at 1626–28.
to mandating access to classes, school facilities, and extracurricular and interscholastic activities.\footnote{See \textit{infra} notes 62–92 and accompanying text.}

A. Access to Interscholastic Sports

Three states, Arizona,\footnote{\textsc{Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann.} § 15-802.01 (2002).} Nevada,\footnote{\textsc{Nev. Rev. Stat.} § 386.462 (2005).} and Oregon,\footnote{\textsc{Or. Rev. Stat} § 339.460 (2005).} mandate homeschooled access to interscholastic sports.\footnote{Note that Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association (TSSAA) bylaws permit homeschoolers to participate in interscholastic athletics in grades nine and higher, provided that the homeschool is a member of the TSSAA. TSSAA Bylaws, Art. IV, § 1, available at http://www.tssa.org/Handbook/handbook.pdf. Tennessee is not included in this list, however, because this permissive access to interscholastic sports was granted by the athletic association, rather than by the state legislature.} All three of these mandates include a qualification clause, stating that all homeschoolers who wish to be eligible for public school interscholastic activities will be subject to the same requirements that public school students must fulfill to participate in these activities.\footnote{See supra notes 64–66 and accompanying text.} Required qualifications include registration, age eligibility, fees, physical condition, standards of behavior, and passing grades.\footnote{See, e.g., \textsc{Ariz. Rev. Stat. Ann.} § 15-802.01(A).} Oregon’s qualification clause also includes a requirement that the homeschooled student “comply with all public school requirements during the time of participation.”\footnote{\textsc{Or. Rev. Stat} § 339.460(1)(e).} Arizona’s statute specifically adds a stipulation that a homeschooled who was previously enrolled in a public school “shall be ineligible to participate in interscholastic activities for the remainder of the school year during which the child was enrolled in a school.”\footnote{\textsc{Ariz. Rev. Stat.} § 15-802.01(B).} This clause serves to prevent abuse of the access mandate—parents are thus discouraged from taking a failing student out of school for the sole purpose of being more lenient in passing him and keeping him on a sports team for the year. Parents seeking to take advantage of the homeschooled access mandate would have to wait at least a year after placing their failing children in a makeshift homeschool before these children will be able to return to the public school sports team.
2007] HOMESCHOOLERS AND PUBLIC SCHOOL FACILITIES 617

B. Access to Both Extracurricular and Interscholastic Activities

The next group of states mandates access to both extracurricular and interscholastic activities. These states include Colorado, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Wyoming. North Dakota mandates access to extracurricular activities only. Colorado’s statutes are incredibly detailed—not only is access mandated for any nonpublic school student who wishes to participate, but the specific situations determining which public schools shall be opened to homeschoolers are set out, as are the eligibility requirements for participation, disciplinary proceedings (including the appeals process), and the fees that a school may charge a participating student. Minnesota’s access mandate is embedded in its general extracurricular activities statute, with a provision allowing homeschool participation in the subdivision governing extracurriculars, including a list of what specifically constitutes an “extracurricular activity.” Pennsylvania’s statute, the most recently passed access mandate, is more general, stating that the school district in which an interested homeschooler resides shall permit that homeschooler to participate in “any activity that is subject to

73. MINN. STAT. ANN. § 123B.49(4) (West 2000).
74. 24 PA. CONS. STAT. ANN. § 1327.1(f.1) (West 2006).
75. WYO. STAT. ANN. § 21-4-506 (2006) (permits students who are not enrolled to participate in any activities sanctioned by the Wyoming High School Activities Association offered by the district); see also Wyoming High School Activities Association (WHSAA), WHSAA Handbook, Rules 2.6.4, 3.1.3, 6.2.91, 6.2.92, 6.4 (allowing homeschoolers to play on participating schools’ sports teams), http://www.whsaa.org/handbook/handbook.asp.
77. COLO. REV. STAT. § 22-33-104.5(6).
78. Id. § 22-32-116.5(2) (setting out clear instructions for when a homeschooler may be allowed to participate in activities in a public school district in which he does not reside).
79. Id. § 22-32-116.5(4).
80. Id. § 22-32-116.5(9.5).
81. Id. § 22-32-116.5(6). This specific treatment of the fees question is especially interesting in light of the questions about the costs and burdens imposed upon the schools by allowing access. Colorado has mooted this part of the school choice debate by shifting those costs onto the homeschoolers seeking access. See infra, notes 129–131, and accompanying text for more discussion on this fees provision.
82. MINN. STAT. ANN. § 123B.49(4), entitled “Board control of extracurricular activities,” defines extracurricular activities as those having all of the following characteristics: “(1) they are not offered for school credit nor required for graduation; (2) they are generally conducted outside school hours, or if partly during school hours, at times agreed by the participants, and approved by school authorities; (3) the content of the activities is determined primarily by the pupil participants under the guidance of a staff member or other adult.”
the provisions of section 511, including, but not limited to, clubs, musical ensembles, athletics and theatrical productions,” provided that the student complies with eligibility requirements, try-out criteria, and “all policies, rules and regulations or their equivalent of the governing organization of the activity.” How Pennsylvania’s broad provisions will be interpreted by the school districts and the state courts remains to be seen.

C. Access to Curricular, Extracurricular, and Interscholastic Activities

The broadest category of access laws are essentially “dual enrollment” statutes, providing for homeschooler access to classes and school facilities as well as extracurricular and interscholastic activities. Such laws are in force in Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, New Hampshire, Utah, Vermont and Washington. The Maine statute is perhaps the most helpful example of this set of laws, with separate categories of regulations dealing with regular classes, academic credit, special education services, cocurricular activities, extracurricular activities, use of school facilities and equipment, use of school books, and reimbursement for students enrolled in equivalent instruction programs. Each category has its own set of enumerated rights and regulations, with clear standards set out for homeschoolers, parents, and administrators.

83. 24 PA. STAT. ANN. § 1327.1(f.1) (West 2006).
84. Currently, there have been no cases decided in Pennsylvania courts construing these provisions. This lack of judicial action may be due to the newness of the amended access provisions, which were enacted in November 2005.
85. FLA. STAT. ANN. § 1006.15(3)(c) (West 2004) (governing homeschooler participation in “interscholastic extracurricular activities”). Section 1006.15(2) defines “extracurricular” as “any school-authorized or education-related activity occurring during or outside the regular instructional school day.” Id.
87. 105 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/10-20.24 (2005), available at http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs2.asp?ChapterID=17 (provides process for homeschoolers to request part-time attendance in the “regular educational program . . . if there is sufficient space in the public school desired to be attended”).
89. ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 20, § 5021 (2006).
Additionally, there was a bill pending in South Dakota during the 2006 legislative session that would have created a statutory right of access for homeschoolers. The proposal was particularly interesting from a funding perspective, as it would have granted school districts extra state aid if they allow homeschoolers to participate in school activities and get other school services—for each homeschooled student in the district, the district would get twenty-five percent of the state aid provided for a public school student.

There is a wide variety of regulatory philosophies represented by these eighteen sets of access laws. Each law was passed as a result of homeschooling interests lobbying for a statutory right of access. The real question, however, is how much of the rhetoric and political jockeying surrounding these statutes is actually true—a sound empirical grounding for these statutes must be found before any future legislative or judicial recommendations can be made.

III.

JUDICIAL MATTERS: CONSTITUTIONAL ARGUMENTS FOR A RIGHT OF ACCESS

Over the past thirty or so years, lawsuits have been brought by a wide variety of nonpublic school students seeking part-time public school participation. Courts have routinely rejected the constitutional arguments put forward by these students, and it would seem that there is no constitutional right of access to public schools. This Part examines the unsuccessful arguments that have been brought in past cases and then proposes two new constitutional arguments in favor of a right of access, but ultimately concludes that the best answer for homeschool access advocates lies in the legislature.

A. Court Cases Rejecting a Right of Access

There are three general constitutional arguments that have been advanced on behalf of nonpublic school students seeking public school access: a Due Process Clause argument that nonpublic school students have a property interest in the free public education provided


97. See infra, Part IV.A., for examples of such rhetoric.

98. See infra, notes 98–102 and accompanying text.
for by state constitutions, an Equal Protection Clause argument that nonpublic students excluded from part-time activities are unjustifiably discriminated against, and a hybrid Equal Protection Clause and Free Exercise Clause argument that those who opt out of the public schools due to a sincerely held religious belief are unduly burdened by the prohibition of access to public school activities.\footnote{99} The courts have rejected all three of these constitutional arguments, ruling instead in favor of school districts’ right to set the eligibility requirements for participation in school activities.\footnote{100}

While the first case to specifically address public school access, Commonwealth ex rel. Wehrle v. School District of Altoona,\footnote{101} was decided in favor of the private school student plaintiffs, that holding was based on a provision of the Pennsylvania School Code that specifically stated that attendance at a nonpublic school was not grounds for exclusion from the manual training program at issue in the case.\footnote{102} The more modern lawsuits seeking public school access have not had the advantage of such statutory language, and as a result, courts have rejected the general constitutional arguments made in favor of mandating access.\footnote{103} Overwhelmingly, state courts have concluded that there is no vested constitutional right of access to public school programs.\footnote{104} The two modern cases granting a right of access have been based on state statutory schemes that granted the specific access sought, either explicitly or under traditional interpretation.\footnote{105}

The litigation over public school access has two major strands of analysis: the first concerning access to curricular activities (i.e., curricular and elective classes), and the second concerning access to interscholastic activities (i.e., athletics). Given the different institutional structures of curricular activities, which are governed by school boards and teachers, and interscholastic activities, which are generally overseen by private athletic associations, courts have treated these two types of cases differently, as will be discussed below.

1. Cases Involving Access to Curricular Activities

The basic reasoning employed by courts in rejecting a constitutional right of access to curricular activities is highlighted in two seminal cases, *Thomas v. Allegany County Board of Education* 106 and *Swanson v. Guthrie Independent School District No. I-I* 107.

*Thomas* involved the exclusion of private school students from participation in the public school music program. The music program in question was a county-wide competitive program, restricted to students in the Allegany County Public School System. The plaintiff students had participated in the program when they were enrolled in the public school system, and had recently transferred to a parochial high school. The plaintiffs argued that their exclusion from the county music program violated their free exercise rights, and that the board must extend the benefits of offered programs equally to public and private school students. 108

The court ruled that since the plaintiffs had exercised their constitutional right to choose where they would receive their education, they could not now be heard to complain about the consequences of that choice. 109 The court also held that the de minimus burden on plaintiffs’ free exercise rights was outweighed by the board’s “legitimate interest in avoiding administrative inefficiency,” 110 showcasing the idea of an unreasonable burden on the efficient administration of the public school system as one of the primary arguments against allowing access. The accuracy of this claim will be further explored below in Part IV.A.

109. Id. at 625.
110. Id. at 626. The court, in supporting its determination that allowing access would be an unreasonable burden on administrative efficiency, gave a hypothetical example of a private school without a chemistry teacher deciding to transport all of its students to the local public school for chemistry. If the court were to mandate access, it argued, there would be nothing stopping such a slippery slope from occurring. *Id.*
The Swanson ruling, by contrast, focused on the question of the existence of a broad constitutional right of access. There, homeschooling parents, who had previously been allowed to enroll their daughter in public school classes on a part-time basis, were denied access when a new school board adopted a policy requiring full-time attendance.\(^{111}\) While the court agreed that the Oklahoma state constitution created a right to a free public education and protected the choice to homeschool, it held that there was no constitutional right to a free part-time public education.\(^{112}\) The court also held that the plaintiff parents’ federal constitutional right to direct the education of their child was not absolute.\(^{113}\) This case significantly limited the constitutional arguments available to homeschoolers who would like to sue for a right of access to public school curricular activities.\(^{114}\)

2. *Cases Involving Access to Interscholastic Sports*

Access to interscholastic athletic activities is an entirely different question, given the structure of public school athletics. Generally, public school athletics are controlled by state athletic associations, which are private, often non-profit, associations with bylaws that participating schools must follow in order to remain in the league.\(^{115}\) Attempts to use the judicial system to force access to athletics, therefore, typically consist of lawsuits filed against these private organizations.

Most courts have ruled that eligibility for a public school sports team is a privilege rather than a right.\(^ {116}\) In *Sanders v. Louisiana High School Athletic Association*,\(^ {117}\) the Court of Appeals of Louisiana found that a private school student did not suffer the loss of a significant property right by being kept off the team.\(^ {118}\) The court also ruled that the association’s policy was not so arbitrary that it warranted judi-

\(^{111}\) Swanson, 942 F. Supp. at 513.

\(^{112}\) Id. at 514–15.

\(^{113}\) Id. “Nothing in the Constitution, federal or state, grants Plaintiffs the right to control public education on an individual basis. While Plaintiffs certainly have the right to direct Annie’s education by homeschooling her, nothing defendants have done infringes that right.” Id. (citation omitted).

\(^{114}\) While both *Thomas* and *Swanson* were state court cases, they have been cited by various other state courts in similarly negative rulings. *See, e.g.*, Kaptein v. Conrad Sch. Dist., 931 P.2d 1311, 1313–15 (Mont. 1997).

\(^{115}\) HSLDA, Equal Access, *supra* note 6, at 4.

\(^{116}\) The only cases with holdings favorable to nonpublic school students seeking access to public school sports have dealt with racial discrimination, gender discrimination, or transfer rules, rather than pure private or homeschool discrimination. *Id.* at 4–5.


\(^{118}\) *Id.* at 28.
cial interference in the matter, highlighting the deference that will normally be given to the policy decisions of such organizations. 119 Similarly, the Supreme Court of Montana held in Kaptein v. Conrad School District 120 that participation in extracurricular activities is not a fundamental right, and that a middle-tier balancing test should therefore be applied. 121 The court found for the school district, upholding its “policy decision that, in order to effectively integrate academics and extracurricular activities, it needs to restrict participation to those students who are enrolled in the public school system.” 122

As a result of these decisions denying access to both curricular and interscholastic activities, advocates of a homeschooler right of access have decided, by and large, that the issue “requires a political rather than legal solution,” and call for supporters to lobby for equal access laws or school district policies. 123 Part IV, below, will discuss legislative strategies. However, the judicial battle for a right of constitutional access may not be yet over. The next section will detail two as-yet untried constitutional arguments which may enjoy greater success in the courts.

B. Judicial Recommendations: Two New Constitutional Arguments

This section will introduce two potential constitutional arguments that a homeschooling parent could raise in the effort to mandate homeschooler access to public school facilities. The first argument is based on a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision upholding the parental control right, while the second is based on the more long-standing legal doctrine of unconstitutional conditions. These two arguments may provide a new judicial line of attack for homeschooler access advocates seeking a constitutional right of access.

I. A Stronger Parental Control Right

The U.S. Supreme Court recently handed down an important opinion that strengthened parents’ fundamental liberty interest in controlling the upbringing of their children. The ruling in Troxel v. Gran-

119. Id. at 25.
120. 931 P.2d 1311 (Mont. 1997). Note that the structure of the school district involved in this case was such that it was in charge of the policy governing public school athletics. The activities implicated in this case were interscholastic athletic teams. See id. at 1312.
121. Id. at 1316.
122. Id. at 1317.
123. HSLDA, Equal Access, supra note 6, at 3–4.
ville does not address education specifically, but it does provide valuable insight into the question of when it is appropriate for the state to interfere in the parental liberty interest in directing the upbringing of the child. The Court emphasized the presumption that a fit parent acts in his child’s best interests and upheld this presumption against a visitation petition made by the child’s paternal grandparents. In overturning the decision of the lower court, the Supreme Court declared that the problem was “not that the Washington Superior Court intervened, but that when it did so, it gave no special weight at all to [the mother’s] determination of her daughter’s best interests.” This fit parent presumption has been cited approvingly in many subsequent cases, in both federal and state courts. It is clear that the Supreme Court deems the right of parents to direct the care and upbringing of their children to be fundamental and worthy of strict protection.

An argument could be made that Troxel, in specifically laying out and upholding the fit parent presumption, has strengthened the legal position of homeschooling parents. Troxel “requires that appropriate weight be given to parental decisions.” A homeschooling parent who demonstrates his fitness would gain the benefit of the presumption of acting in his children’s best interests. The Troxel presumption also implicitly addresses the questions raised by the conflicting social science evidence about homeschooling and ac-

124. 530 U.S. 57 (2000). Troxel involved a suit for visitation brought by the paternal grandparents, against the objections of the children’s mother. A Washington statute provided for the granting of custody to “any person when visitation may serve the best interest of the child, whether or not there has been any change of circumstances.” Id. at 60–61 (referring to WASH. REV. CODE § 26.10.160(3) (1994)). The Court ruled in favor of the mother, holding that as no court had made a finding of unfitness on the part of the mother, the Washington statute as applied here unconstitutionally interfered with the mother’s fundamental right to rear her children. Id. at 68. The Washington Superior Court had erred in placing on the fit custodial parent the burden of “disproving that visitation would be in the best interest of her daughters.” Id. at 69 (emphasis in original).
125. McMullen, supra note 39, at 97.
126. Troxel, 530 U.S. at 65 (“The liberty interest at issue in this case—the interest of parents in the care, custody, and control of their children—is perhaps the oldest of the fundamental liberty interests recognized by this Court.”).
127. Id. at 69.
129. McMullen, supra note 39, at 98.
cess. A fit parent is presumed to act in the best interests of his child. These “best interests” are at the heart of what the social science evidence tries to prove—the benefits of allowing access, and the costs to the homeschoolers and to society of denying it.

If the Troxel presumption is extended to the question of the sources of education, the burden of answering the individual questions of the best course of action for a particular child can be shifted to and presumed to be answered by the decisions of his fit parents. Given the application of the Troxel presumption to cases as disparate as curfew decisions and child abuse investigations, it is not inconceivable that a fit parent would gain the benefit of the presumption in determining the best educational program for his child, whether it be purely public, purely private, or a type of dual enrollment.

Without more than this, however, the Troxel presumption is probably not enough to sustain a constitutional right of access to public school activities. While the Troxel presumption has been applied in a variety of contexts, the fact remains that this presumption addresses only the factor of the best interests of the child in question. This best interests analysis, though perhaps important from a policy perspective in terms of providing a rationale for allowing homeschooled students an opportunity to access public school facilities, does nothing to answer concerns about the administrative costs incurred, or other issues raised by state courts in denying such access.

2. The Doctrine of Unconstitutional Conditions

A stronger argument in favor of a constitutional right of access may lie in the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions, which states that “government may not grant a benefit on the condition that the beneficiary surrender a constitutional right, even if the government may withhold that benefit altogether.” The general doctrine can be traced back to Frost v. Railroad Commission, a U.S. Supreme Court ruling from 1926, in which the Court addressed the question of whether the state of California could condition a private transportation company’s use of the public highways on the company’s obtaining a license as a common carrier. The Court ruled that imposing such a

130. This social science evidence is discussed more in-depth in Part IV.B., infra.
131. See cases cited supra note 128.
133. 271 U.S. 583 (1926).
134. Id. at 589.
condition would be unconstitutional. 135 Noting that the state did possess the power to prohibit the use of public highways in proper cases, but that it did not possess the power to compel a private carrier to assume the duties and burdens of a common carrier, the Court declared that if the state were allowed to exert this condition, constitutional guaranties, so carefully safeguarded against direct assault, [would be] open to destruction by the indirect, but no less effective, process of requiring a surrender, which, though in form voluntary, in fact lacks none of the elements of compulsion . . . . It is not necessary to challenge the proposition that, as a general rule, the state, having power to deny a privilege altogether, may grant it upon such conditions as it sees fit to impose. But the power of the state in that respect is not unlimited, and one of the limitations is that it may not impose conditions which require the relinquishment of constitutional rights. If the state may compel the surrender of one constitutional right as a condition of its favor, it may, in like manner, compel a surrender of all. It is inconceivable that guaranties embedded in the Constitution of the United States may thus be manipulated out of existence. 136

This doctrine was cited approvingly in a number of U.S. Supreme Court cases throughout the twentieth century, 137 and applied to a wide variety of circumstances—for instance, an exemption from state property tax conditioned upon an oath foreshewing any violent overthrow of the government; 138 denial of unemployment benefits to a person who refused to work on a Saturday for religious reasons; 139 state statutes requiring welfare recipients to have been a resident of the state for at least one year before applying for welfare benefits; 140 a requirement that all Detroit public school teachers belong to a labor union; 141 removal from office in a political party because of the official’s use of

135. Id. at 593.
136. Id. at 593–94.
137. Constitutional scholar Kathleen Sullivan notes that the doctrine “survived major divisions and shifts of temperament on the Court,” having been initially formulated during the Lochner era, untouched through the New Deal’s reconstructions of constitutional liberties, and reemerging under the Warren Court “to protect personal liberties of speech, association, religion, and privacy just as it once had protected the economic liberties of foreign corporations and private truckers.” Sullivan, supra note 132, at 1416.
141. Abood v. Detroit Bd. of Educ., 431 U.S. 209, 235 (1977) (holding that while unions may properly require payment of fees for purposes of collective bargaining, it
his Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination in a grand jury proceeding;\(^{142}\) patronage in the promotion, transfer, recall after layoff, or hiring of low-level government employees,\(^{143}\) and conditioning liquor licenses on an agreement not to advertise liquor prices.\(^{144}\) The basic essence of the doctrine, that once the state has created a generally available public benefit, it may not condition enjoyment of that benefit in such a way as to impinge upon the ability of citizens to exercise a constitutional right, has generally been upheld and adopted by the courts.

Application of the doctrine, however, has been somewhat inconsistent—the basic doctrine does not provide set parameters for determining when a constitutional right has been infringed or guidelines for which constitutional rights or state-provided benefits merit the application of this doctrine. This confusion has caused divisions among the lower courts in, for instance, the issue of conditioning federal family planning subsidies on recipients’ restraint from speech encouraging or counseling abortion.\(^{145}\) Federal district courts have reached opposite conclusions on this issue, depending on whether they characterize the regulations as a permissible refusal to subsidize speech advocating abortion,\(^{146}\) or an unconstitutional penalty on the use of nonfederal funds to advocate, counsel, or encourage abortion.\(^{147}\) Characterization of the condition as either a penalty or a non-subsidy thus seems to be part of the key to understanding how courts apply the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions.\(^{148}\)

This distinction between penalties and non-subsidies is a product of one of three major rationales offered for the doctrine, found in case law and scholarly literature.\(^{149}\) The first rationale is rooted in concerns about government coercion—the harm caused by the imposition of the unconstitutional condition is that of putting negative pressure on the constitutional rights of the person hoping to receive the state benefit.\(^{150}\) The second rationale, developed more implicitly in the case law, frames the harm in terms of government corruption, examining


\(^{148}\) See Sullivan, supra note 132, at 1466–68.

\(^{149}\) See id. at 1419–21 for an introductory discussion of these three rationales.

\(^{150}\) Id. at 1419–20.
the legislative processes that impose the conditions for manipulation or subterfuge. The less germane a condition is to the benefit to which it is attached, the more likely it is that the legislative process was in some way corrupt, and should be prevented from having its unconstitutional conditions enforced. The last rationale put forward in the scholarly literature suggests that the doctrine should be understood as “imposing an inalienability rule upon constitutional rights.” Under this approach, the harm imposed by conditioning benefits lies in the treatment of constitutional rights as alienable objects that may be traded for government benefits. All three of these rationales play a legitimate role in the consideration of how best to apply the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions to new fact patterns.

Essentially, the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions makes a constitutional strict scrutiny argument available to the plaintiffs, by shifting the analysis away from the state’s power to place conditions on public benefits it chooses to grant, to the constitutional rights being infringed by the conditions placed. The state must thus raise compelling reasons for imposing such conditions on the benefits it offers. In Sherbert v. Verner, for instance, the Supreme Court noted that the state had not raised any sufficiently compelling reasons for conditioning the receipt of unemployment benefits on the beneficiary’s willingness to forswear her religious convictions—such an infringement upon her constitutional right to free exercise of her Saturday Sabbatarian convictions was held to be unjustified by any of the proffered state interests. Applying strict scrutiny to conditioned benefits that impact constitutional rights forces states to apply a constitutional cost-benefit analysis to the benefits it offers. In analyzing the application of this doctrine, some scholars have argued that conditions may be unduly burdensome if they are so severe that they prevent altogether the exercise of the constitutional right, or if they are gratuitous, that is, “where it would be virtually costless for the government to waive them and they impose high replacement costs on the citizens they burden.”

151. Id. at 1420.
152. Id.
153. Id. at 1421.
154. Id.
156. Id. at 406–08 (rejecting as non-compelling the state’s asserted interests in preventing the filing of fraudulent claims by those feigning religious objections to Saturday work, given the lack of evidence of any such fraudulent claims, and also given that the imposition of this unconstitutional condition was not narrowly tailored to achieve this asserted interest).
157. See, e.g., Fuller, supra note 4, at 1617.
Application of the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions to the question of homeschooler access to public school facilities would view access to public school education as the benefit in question. A homeschooler could argue that in states without access provisions, the receipt of this benefit is conditioned upon the decision to be a full-time public school student, which places an unconstitutional burden on the right to homeschool. Under the balancing analysis of the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions, the burden is upon the state to show that the costs involved are such that denials of the benefit of public education to homeschoolers can be justified.

Again, this issue of costs is dependent upon an honest empirical assessment of the actual costs incurred by public schools upon admitting homeschoolers to their curricular, extracurricular and interscholastic activities. In framing the balancing of costs question, opponents to a right of access tend to measure the potential costs of allowing access as against the complete lack of costs represented by the total absence of the homeschooler from the school.158

A more appropriate balance, however, and one that has been adopted by at least one federal court, would be to consider the costs of access as against the cost of having those same students attend on a full-time basis.159 Although some administrative costs160 may arise with allowing homeschoolers access, “the costs of accommodating opt-in requests would usually fall far short of the costs of providing full-time education—which home-schoolers, like all other citizens, are already free to demand at any time if they decide to quit home education.”161 A key element to this analysis is the understanding that homeschoolers are citizens as well—not only do they pay the property taxes that make up the school financing base, but they are always entitled to choose to enroll their children back into the public school system full-time. Funding decisions for part-time enrollment programs162 should be made against this background consideration of the costs and

158. See, e.g., Lukasik, supra note 6, at 1966–69.
159. See, e.g., Pub. Funds for Pub. Sch. of N.J. v. Byrne, 590 F.2d 514, 521 (3d Cir. 1979) (Weis, J., concurring) (“[P]arents who send their sons and daughters to nonpublic schools spare the state and its taxpayers the not inconsiderable expense of educating these children, a cost that would otherwise be incurred in fulfilling the state’s obligation to provide a free primary and secondary education.”).
160. Some potential administrative costs mentioned by access opponents include financial costs of adding new pupils to classes and additional teacher’s aides for classes that are pushed beyond the maximum number of students upon the inclusion of the homeschooler. See, e.g., Lukasik, supra note 6, at 1967–68.
161. Fuller, supra note 4, at 1628.
162. See infra, Part IV.C.2 for a discussion of various funding proposals embedded in the eighteen state access statutes.
benefits accruing to the public school systems upon the decision to enroll previously homeschooled children in public schools full-time.

No homeschooler has yet made an argument based on unconstitutional conditions in a suit for access to public schools.163 Given the greater relative strength of the legal position of parents after *Troxel*, it is possible that this kind of constitutional argument may win favor in the courts. However, given the inconsistencies among the courts in the application of the doctrine of unconstitutional conditions, it is unclear whether an argument under the doctrine would be a convincing one. It is unclear whether the right to homeschool—or, more broadly, the right to enroll in a private school—will be one to which the courts will apply the doctrine in the first place. It is even less clear that the application of the balancing of costs and burdens will result in a finding of an unconstitutional burden on the right, given that the benefit at stake is arguably less essential in this situation—having to forego access to a public school chemistry laboratory is arguably less of a burden than having to forego unemployment benefits, for instance. The homeschooler in question here, rather than being denied all access to education, is simply denied access to a good chemistry laboratory. The homeschooler could argue that the benefit being denied is the very specific one of a good chemistry education, but then faces the difficulty of showing that the benefit denial is a direct result of the school’s lack of access policy, rather than resulting from the parents’ decision to homeschool.164

While the unconstitutional conditions argument is an interesting one, and certainly one worth making in the courts, it is by no means the strongest. Since advocates of homeschooler access have already enjoyed success via campaigns for favorable state legislation, the best option available to homeschoolers seeking access is the hope of getting a statutory right recognized in all fifty states.

163. No unconstitutional conditions argument was raised by the homeschoolers in the cases petitioning for access cited above, *supra* note 103.
164. *See* Lukasik, *supra* note 6, at 1961 (“[W]hen a home educator seeks alternative sources of education for her child because she does not possess the requisite training to teach or because she does not have the requisite materials to teach, that home educator cannot suggest that public schools have *caused* her to suffer a violation of her constitutional rights.”).
IV. LEGISLATIVE MATTERS: FUTURE LOBBYING STRATEGIES FOR A STATUTORY RIGHT OF ACCESS

Given the fact that eighteen states have already passed legislation creating a statutory right of homeschooler access to public school facilities, and given the little judicial success as described above, lobbying efforts would be the most successful strategy in creating such a right across the board in the nation. This Part will make recommendations as to the research and analysis necessary to make appropriate legislation and will finish with an analysis of the interests to be balanced in future access legislation.

A. The Need for a Statistical Analysis of the Costs Involved

One of the difficulties of analysis in the issue of homeschooler access mandates is the lack of statistical studies on the actual cost of such programs. On one side of the issue, opponents make conclusory statements about the supposed undue burden on administrative efficiency created by allowing homeschoolers to pick and choose their public school involvement. One article argued that a finding of a constitutional right to access could force public schools to “use their limited resources inefficiently, spending money against the interests of the public school population at large and disserving the states’ interest in assuring that all of its children receive the best education the schools may provide.” There was no empirical evidence supporting that statement, but, rather, the article continued by stating, “A requirement that public schools spend money to satisfy the part-time attendance needs of home-schooled students (for whom the public schools do not receive funding) provides a specific educational advantage to home-schooled students at the expense of the general school-aged population attending public schools in the state.”

On the other side, advocates use rhetoric about the “gratuitous burdens” being placed on homeschoolers who are denied access by anti-homeschooling school administrators. Access advocates argue

165. See supra, Part III.A.
166. See, e.g., Lukasik, supra note 6, at 1966–67.
167. Id. at 1967.
168. Id. at 1967 n.349.
169. See Fuller, supra note 4, at 1626 (“Full-time attendance policies often impose purely gratuitous burdens on the right to home-school. The policies are gratuitous if full-time attendance policies place a burden on home-schoolers that is entirely out of proportion to the government’s need to retain the policies.”). Fuller goes on to argue that the claim of administrative inconvenience is in fact unsupported (“homeschoolers requesting public school access are simply asking for a subset of an existing
that homeschoolers are simply asking to participate in “an existing benefit in the context of a society with functioning institutions well suited to grant it”\(^{170}\); that they would be merely taking, on a limited basis, the spots in the public school system that they could very well choose to take up, since these complaints about the additional administrative burden do not prevent parents from choosing to enroll their children back in the public schools full-time; that homeschooling actually represents a windfall to the public schools, since these parents pay property taxes but do not send their children to school to use up the resources; and that school funding could be calibrated to take part-time attendance into account.\(^{171}\)

Many of these conclusory statements are made in the course of the debate on allowing homeschooler access. But there are currently no statistical analyses to back up either side of the debate. No broad studies on homeschooler participation in public schools have yet been conducted. The departments of education in the eighteen states with access regulations do not maintain statistics on the numbers of homeschooling students involved, or on the cost incurred by the public schools.

The fact that law review articles, lobbying speeches, and state legislation have all been written without some readily available national statistical study on the practice is troubling. While most of the access laws are relatively new, one wonders why such laws were passed in the first place without a statistical study of potential costs involved. One possible explanation for the lack of a systematic empirical study could be that too few homeschoolers actually take advantage of the permissive or mandated access available in their states. However, a researcher for the Colorado Department of Education hypothesized that most of the homeschoolers that report to a school district, and are therefore included in the general statistics on homeschooling in the state, are probably involved with the schools in some form.\(^{172}\) If indeed most homeschoolers who are on record with the state departments of education are involved in the public schools, it would seem then that there is a large enough sample set to study the impact of homeschooler access on the public school system.

\(^{170}\) Id. at 1627.

\(^{171}\) Id.

\(^{172}\) Email from Tilak Mandal, Data and Research Unit, Colorado Department of Education to author (Feb. 14, 2006, 10:22 EST) (on file with the New York University Law School Journal of Legislation and Public Policy).
What is most needed now in this debate is a systematic empirical analysis of the data. Numbers should be available from individual school districts, but it is unfortunately outside the scope of this article to conduct such intensive statistical research. Armed with hard numbers on the costs of and the level of participation in homeschooler access to public schools, a better analysis of the policy questions can be made.

B. The Utility of Social Science Evidence in this Debate

This empirical analysis of the homeschooler access question should be considered alongside an honest examination of the real costs incurred by the state, borne by its homeschooling citizens, in choosing not to allow homeschooler access. Such an examination is necessarily sociological in nature and does not readily lend itself to number-crunching. The basic question to be answered is what benefits homeschooled children seek to receive from access to public school activities, and whether those benefits present a sufficiently compelling interest for the state to allow or mandate access.

There are general studies on the benefits of homeschooling useful to this analysis. Dr. Brian Ray, president of the National Home Education Research Institute, has conducted a series of studies on adults who were homeschooled in childhood, and found, among other things, that homeschoolers are more civically-engaged than the general public, are much more involved in community activities, and are equally committed to abstract values of tolerance and freedom of expression.

There are similarly positive results from studies of homeschooler academic achievement. Lawrence M. Rudner, Director of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Assessment and Evaluation, conducted a study of over twenty thousand homeschooling families, compiling data from the standardized achievement tests taken by the homeschooled children and connected with questionnaires filled out by their parents.

173. “For all civic activities (e.g., working for candidate/political party/political cause, voting in national/state elections) and at all age groups, the home-educated adults in this study were more civically involved than the general population.” BRIAN D. RAY, HOME EDUCATED AND NOW ADULTS, supra note 10.

174. Id. (“71% of subjects were participating in any ongoing community service activity (e.g., coaching a sports team, volunteering at a school, or working with a church or neighborhood association), while 37% of similarly aged U.S. adults and 39% of all U.S. adults did so.”).

175. Id.

176. Rudner, supra note 10, at 2. The ERIC Clearinghouse on Assessment and Evaluation is a broad electronic database of materials in the education and social science...
Among his findings were that almost twenty-five percent of homeschooled students were enrolled one or more grade levels above their age-level peers, and that students who had been homeschooled their entire academic lives had higher test scores than those who had also attended other educational programs. Critics might argue that these positive findings are causally linked not to the approach of homeschooling itself, but to the fact that children who are homeschooled generally live in home situations with well-educated parents who are highly involved in the education of their children. While this may be true, this situational aspect is itself an intrinsic part of the causal analysis. The fact that homeschooling parents tend to be of the type of parent who would encourage their children to do well in any educational setting is an integral part of the decision to homeschool in the first place and is therefore part of any general comparison of homeschooling to public schooling.

One of the central concerns raised about homeschooling as a general proposition is the fear that homeschooled children would not be properly socialized. The questions of actual rates of socialization, what constitutes “proper socialization,” or whether homeschooling networks are effective in providing social interaction amongst homeschoolers are all outside the scope of this article. Regardless of what answers to these very interesting questions may be found, it seems self-evident that allowing homeschoolers access to public school facilities, and, according to its website, has become “widely recognized” as the “central source for assessment and evaluation information.”


178. Id. at 3.
179. See, e.g., Apple, supra note 9, at 262 (noting that public schools “at least . . . provide a ‘kind of social glue, a common cultural reference point’ . . . .”) (citation omitted).
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ities would provide them more opportunities for socialization and greater interaction with a wider variety of their peers.

These general findings regarding homeschooling certainly help to fill in the background of the homeschooler access question. The social science evidence specifically on homeschooler access, however, is as yet nonexistent—this, too, along with the questions of empirical and statistical analysis of costs, is an area of research in need of growth.

Along with the sociological questions is another basic uncertainty: whether homeschooled children are adequately prepared for the transition into public school facilities. Opponents of access could legitimately argue that schools would have to shoulder the additional cost of assessing a homeschooler’s previous classwork preparation (or musical ability, or athletic prowess) before being able to incorporate that student into the activity in question. This situation can, however, be analogized to that of a new student transferring into the school (for example, after his family has moved into the school district from another state). Curricular and extracurricular focuses vary among school districts, and each school must surely have some protocol in place for handling transfer students.\footnote{See, e.g., NAT’L EDUC. ASS’N, supra note 9, at 35–36, for proposed national guidelines dealing with the transfer of students between schools and districts.} Once student records are transferred to the new school district, transfer students likely go through an established system of placement tests, or are included in the class or activity without question and expected to catch up. Either way, this issue of preparedness is a question that also comes up in the context of homeschooled children deciding to enroll in public schools full-time, and does not bar parents from making that decision. While empirical evidence concerning the administrative burden of providing transition help for dual-access homeschool students might be useful in this analysis, the question of transition costs is not a dispositive one.

C. Legislative Recommendations

Eighteen states have already made the judgment that the costs of mandating homeschooler access to public schools are not sufficient to prevent the granting of this choice to parents and students.\footnote{See supra Part II.} While no exhaustive statistical analysis has yet been performed on the numbers involved,\footnote{See supra Part IV.A.} the fact that these states have such systems already in place does show something as to the workability of allowing access. Many other interests are involved, however, beyond the bare facts of
costs and burdens. Any new legislative initiatives should consider the following interests in striking the appropriate balance.

1. **Homeschooler Interest: Avoiding Additional Government Regulation**

   One interest in particular is that of homeschoolers in avoiding additional governmental regulation of their educational programs. Many homeschool advocacy groups, including HSLDA, remain ambivalent about campaigns for access legislation, because they fear that the privilege of access will carry with it the burden of state regulation of homeschoolers generally. HSLDA cites its aim of “maintaining and advancing the freedom of homeschoolers from public school oversight” as the reason for its decision not to use its resources to advocate for homeschooler access. Moreover, “HSLDA takes a neutral position when legislation of this kind is introduced, unless the legislation would impose additional regulations on all homeschool students not participating in the public schools.”

   This position is an unfortunate blow to access advocates. As a large and efficiently organized homeschool advocacy organization, HSLDA’s access to resources and statistics would be most helpful in the effort to pass favorable legislation. The organization is already positioned to be able to conduct the nationwide statistical analyses necessary to better understand the actual costs of access and to better model future legislation. HSLDA could also continue to meet its goal to protect its member families and the homeschooling community
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184. The HSLDA website notes the fear that creating access to public schools will result in greater governmental notice and regulation of homeschooling in general. HSLDA, About HSLDA, Frequently Asked Questions, http://www.hslda.org/about/default.asp (last visited Apr. 16, 2007).
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as a whole from additional burdensome regulation by taking a more active role in the discussion concerning access regulations. Its concern about the best utilization of resources would also be protected by a more active lobbying role in this debate—it is surely less costly to advocate for a favorable access regulation than to fight against an unfavorable one passed by a state legislature without HSLDA input.

Whether or not HSLDA changes its position on the homeschooler access question, a nationwide collaborative effort among homeschooling advocates is needed in order to obtain uniform regulations that best balance all of the interests at stake. The fear of heavier regulation of homeschooling in general as a result of the passage of access mandates is an understandable one, but it can be prevented by smart and active lobbying.

Fear of additional general regulation on homeschooling would seem to logically lead to the conclusion that the less expansive the access mandate, the better. The idea would be that if the grant of access is a small one, perhaps in the first category of statutes simply mandating access to interscholastic athletics, then there would be less scope for state regulation of homeschooling. This conclusion does not necessarily hold true, however. Of the eighteen states that mandate or permit access, nine of them fall into the category of “dual enrollment” statutes, enabling homeschoolers to access any and all public school activities. All nine of these statutes are limited in their application to those nonpublic school students who specifically seek access to and are enrolled in public schools on a part-time basis, and contain no additional regulation of homeschooling students who do not seek to take advantage of public school access.

As yet, there is little case law construing these access statutes, but under standard rules of statutory construction, a school district would be hard pressed to use these statutes, specifically tailored to those homeschoolers who seek access to the public schools, to impose additional regulations on homeschoolers at large. Given the lack of room for state abuse of access statutes, any slippery slope argument—for instance, that school districts will “get used to” imposing regulations on homeschooler curricula—is groundless. Future access statutes should therefore follow these nine models, in granting a broad statutory right of access, with regulations specifically linked to the actual act of access, blocking off the possibility of general homeschooling regulations from being passed under the access statutes.
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2. State Interest: Funding Options and Minimizing Costs

The issue of cost is undoubtedly important, and the state interest in keeping costs down must also be considered in the passage of future access legislation. One argument made by access advocates in particular could potentially shed light on this issue of costs—that school funding could easily be calibrated to take part-time attendance into account.\(^{191}\) While it would be difficult to put an actual price tag on an individual component of public education, a proportionate sum calculation could perhaps be created by the state legislature. South Dakota’s failed homeschooler access bill was interesting in this regard. Its proposal for funding homeschooler access was to grant each district twenty-five percent of the per-pupil funding for each student residing in the district receiving alternative instruction (i.e. homeschooling), regardless of the number of homeschoolers who actually wish to take advantage of the access mandate.\(^{192}\) Such a funding proposal is not narrowly tailored to meet the costs of allowing homeschooler access, but it does show one of a variety of funding provisions that could be included to defray the costs of access.

Idaho’s dual enrollment statute provides a more narrowly tailored alternative to the access funding question. The broad grant of access to “any program in the public school available to other students” includes a provision that the school district “shall be allowed to include dual-enrolled nonpublic school and public charter school students for the purposes of state funding only to the extent of the student’s participation in the public school programs.”\(^{193}\) In their calculations of per-pupil funding requests, school districts are given the authority to calculate the extent of the nonpublic school student’s participation and adjust their funding requests accordingly.\(^{194}\) This calculation decision is at the discretion of the district—no specific state guidance is given as to how the percentage of participation is to be calculated.\(^{195}\)

The Colorado access statute also sheds some light on the difficult question of funding.\(^{196}\) Instead of looking to state funding to support
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its access mandate, Colorado chose to shift the costs to the homeschoo-
ers seeking access.\footnote{197} The statute mandates access to extracur-
ricular and interscholastic activities “on an equal basis” with public
school students in the homeschooler’s district of residence.\footnote{198} This
grant of access may be funded by fees assessed against the homes-
chooler—the statute expressly states that a school may charge “any
student participating in an activity” a participation fee, and that the
amount a school charges a “non-enrolled student” must not exceed
“one hundred fifty percent of the fee amount the school . . . would
charge an enrolled student.”\footnote{199} This fee is to be specifically
earmarked for the particular activity for which it is charged.\footnote{200} Colo-
rado struck its balance by shifting the cost burden onto those homes-
choolers (and other non-enrolled students) who wish to participate in
public school activities. Regulations and costs alike are tailored spe-
cifically to those who wish to both opt out of the public schools gen-
erally and opt back into certain public school activities.

This variety of funding clauses shows that provision can be made
for the costs of allowing homeschooler access, whatever those costs
are determined to be. Whether the state decides to grant blanket fund-
ing per aggregate number of homeschoolers, or to allow the school
district to make the calculation on the basis of actual number of
homeschoolers participating in public school activities, or to shift the
costs back onto the homeschoolers seeking access, money will not be
siphoned away from the public schools. The fact that all three of these
models are already in place in working access systems shows that
homeschooler access can work without resulting in the decimation of
public school funds.

These three models begin to point the way to an appropriate
funding solution. Each model would serve various interests—for in-
stance, the South Dakota blanket funding provision would likely be
the easiest to administer, and the Colorado fees-shifting provision
would most clearly respond to concerns about shifting funds away
from the public schools. Given general budget concerns for a well-
tailored state budget, and given the argument that homeschoolers are
already paying for the public schools via their property taxes, the
Idaho proportional calibration model seems to be the best balancing of
interests involved in the cost question. This balancing of interests will
have to be performed by each state as it considers the type of access
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provisions that would best serve the interests of its citizens. The bottom line, however, is that several workable options are available.

3. Dual Enrollment Statutes: The Best Model for Future Legislation

The eighteen access statutes at work in the United States can be good models for future legislation. Advocates for homeschooler access must take all of the above interests into consideration—homeschoolers’ desire to avoid additional regulation, homeschooled children’s interest in a rich educational experience, and the state interest in properly budgeting for such programs and keeping administrative costs down. Full access, or “dual enrollment” statutes, can be specifically tailored to properly balance all of these interests. A closer examination of the dual enrollment statutes currently in place in nine states can provide guidance for future legislation in this area.

One basic question is the possible breadth of access granted. While all nine statutes are “dual enrollment,” in the sense that all provide a general grant of access to interscholastic, extracurricular, and curricular activities in the public school system, there is a range of access possibilities within this general grant.201 Idaho, for instance, mandates the creation of discrete dual enrollment programs, through which nonpublic school students may participate in “any program in the public school available to other students.”202 Iowa permits children who are receiving “competent private instruction” to enroll in the public schools directly under “dual enrollment,” under which these students may participate in academic or extracurricular programs on the same basis as any regularly-enrolled student.203 Such students can participate in interscholastic activities, however, only if they are enrolled in a nonpublic school that is an “associate member” of one of the Iowa high school athletic associations.204 Maine, in what is perhaps the broadest grant of access, permits nonpublic school students to participate in regular classes, special education classes, and cocurricular and extracurricular activities, and to use school facilities, equipment, textbooks, and library books.205
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The question of breadth of the access grant is one that state legislatures will have to decide for themselves, after a thorough examination of actual costs involved and a greater understanding of how such access would work out in practice. However, the current access statutes do provide models for advocates of homeschooler access in other states. Advocates can look to Maine, for example, to see whether and how the broad grant of access has helped homeschoolers or hurt local school districts in framing better and more statistically-grounded arguments for statutory grants of access elsewhere.

Another basic question is that of the optimum level of specificity of the statute itself. The nine current dual enrollment statutes range from Maine’s very specific itemization of standards and regulations, to Illinois’s simple paragraph granting broad permissive access to the public school system. This question of specificity raises the issue of administrative and judicial interpretation of the statutory grants of access—the less specific the statute, the more likely it is that the arbitrator in any given situation will have leeway to interpret the statute as he sees fit. On the other hand, the more specific the enumerations within the statute itself, the less likely a homeschooler will be successful in petitioning for access to things not expressly enumerated in the grant of access. Advocates of homeschooler access must therefore be highly involved in the process of enacting such legislation, so as to voice their concerns and make their interests count in the creation of access statutes.

A final consideration is the issue of the requirements imposed upon homeschoolers seeking access. This question is arguably related to the concern about unconstitutional conditions being placed on the
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[The school board has the power to] accept in part-time attendance in the regular education program of the district pupils enrolled in nonpublic schools if there is sufficient space in the public school desired to be attended. Request for attendance in the following school year must be submitted by the nonpublic school principal to the public school before May 1. Request may be made only to those public schools located in the district where the child attending the nonpublic school resides.

To accept, pursuant to the provisions of Section 14-6.01, in part-time attendance resident pupils of the types described in Sections 14-1.02 through 14-1.07 who are enrolled in nonpublic schools.

benefit of public school programs. At root, however, schools have the
authority to place academic, behavioral, and other conditions on those
of its own regularly-enrolled students who wish to participate in pub-
lic school activities, and it stands to reason that part-time students
seeking access to these activities should be held to the same standards.
The question then becomes how to apply these standards to students
whose primary education takes place in a setting outside the control of
the schools themselves.

Different approaches to this question are taken among the nine
existing dual enrollment statutes. Most start from a baseline residency
requirement—in order to approach the local public school in the first
place, the homeschooler must be a resident in the district in which the
public school is located.\footnote{See, e.g., \textsc{Utah Code Ann.} \textsection{} 53A-11-102.5(4) (2006).} The next layer of conditions consists of
equivalent rules of participation—nonpublic school students partici-
pating in any public school activity are bound by the same academic,
attendance, behavioral, physical, and other standards as those regu-
larly-enrolled public students participating in those activities.\footnote{See, e.g., \textsc{Iowa Admin. Code} r. 281-31.5(299A) (2005), \textit{available at} http://www.legis.state.ia.us/ACO/IAChtml/281.htm; \textsc{Utah Code Ann.} \textsection{} 53A-11-102.5(2) (2006).}

Some states go beyond such equivalency of participation, how-
ever, and add additional layers of regulation on nonpublic school stu-
dents seeking access.\footnote{See, e.g., \textsc{Fla. Stat. Ann.} \textsection{} 1006.15(3)(c)(2) (West 2004); \textsc{Me. Rev. Stat. Ann.} 20, \textsection{} 5021 (2006).} Florida, for instance, requires homeschoolers to “demonstrate educational progress” as required for participation in extracurricular or interscholastic activities through a “method of eval-
uation agreed upon by the parent and the school principal.”\footnote{\textsc{Fla. Stat. Ann.} \textsection{} 1006.15(3)(c)(2) (West 2004).} Maine
tacks on further conditions to its broad grant of access, requiring a
demonstration of academic proficiency and affirmative provisions of
evidence that academic standards and rules of participation in extra-
curricular and interscholastic activities are being met, and a showing
that the use of public school facilities and equipment is not disruptive
to regular school activities.\footnote{\textsc{Me. Rev. Stat. Ann.} 20, \textsection{} 5021 (2006).}

Perhaps the best balance is struck by states like Iowa and Utah,
which provide for nonpublic school student access to public school
activities on the same basis as regularly-enrolled students.\footnote{\textsc{Iowa Admin. Code} r. 281-31.5(299A) (2005), \textit{available at} http://www.legis.
state.ia.us/ACO/IAChtml/281.htm; \textsc{Utah Code Ann.} \textsection{} 53A-11-102.5(4) (2006).} It is un-
derstandable for states like Florida and Maine to add on other condi-
tions, in an attempt to account for the school district’s lack of control of the homeschool academic program, and perhaps also to counter the additional costs imposed by granting part-time access to the public schools. Given, however, that the question of actual costs is as yet unresolved and that many states successfully provide access with fewer conditions imposed on the homeschoolers who choose to take advantage of public school access, it would seem that such additional conditions are unnecessary. The states that simply require homeschoolers to abide by equivalent rules of participation already cover the basic conditions of participating in the public school activities in question, and provide more flexibility for individual school administrators to work with a variety of types of homeschoolers and other nonpublic school students to ensure that the academic, physical, behavioral, and other standards are being met, thus ensuring fair access to participation to all students involved in the public school activities.

CONCLUSION

Homeschooler access mandates present an interesting twist on the general debate surrounding school choice. The question of the extent of the choice presented to parents—and whether such a choice can be bifurcated, with both an opt-out and a limited opt-in option regarding public schools—as well as the issue of state funding of private education are both pressed in the homeschooler access question. The as-yet successful experiences of the eighteen states providing some form of access for homeschoolers show that this form of school choice is a workable one, which enriches the educational experience of homeschoolers and does not unduly burden the public school system. Time will tell how these systems hold up, under both the administrative burden of continued maintenance, as well as the burden of potential adverse litigation. As yet, there have been no lawsuits challenging an access mandate.

While this article proposes two constitutional arguments for a general right of access to public schools, a Troxel-based argument for a stronger parental right of control over the education of their children and an unconstitutional conditions argument, the most successful strategy for homeschool access advocates would undoubtedly be lobbying in the state legislatures, pointing to the models created by the eighteen already-existing access mandates. Future legislation following the example of the nine states with broad dual enrollment statutes in place and incorporating specific funding provisions to defray the costs of access would best strike the balance of interests at play in this debate. Such statutes grant the broadest right of access to public
schools to homeschoolers who wish such access, while avoiding both the fear of greater general regulation of homeschooling and the fear of unduly burdening the efficient administration of the public schools.

The homeschooler access issue forces states and school districts to confront the parental control component of the question of school choice. The extent of the control a parent enjoys over the specifics of his child’s education has not yet been fully defined as a legal constitutional matter. In eighteen states, however, lobbying has created greater statutory privileges for homeschooling parents in determining where and how their children will be educated; such lobbying can and should be replicated across the nation to create a unified statutory right of homeschooler access to public schools.